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New business models in the e-commerce era
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2017 was the year that many retailers came to terms with the rise of online commerce. One-time giants such as Toys ‘R’ Us, Radio Shack, and The Limited declared bankruptcy. Even exceptions to the retail crisis, such as Walmart, gained largely on the basis of booming online sales—in this case its acquisition of Jet.com and other digitally-focused retailers such as Shoebuy, Hayneedle, and Bonobos. US retailers are especially vulnerable, as the country has twice the retail space as other nations. Even one of the world’s leading fast-fashion companies, H&M, announced store closures in late 2017 to adjust to consumers’ channel shifts.

Yet retailers of all stripes can still prosper, as e-commerce still represents under 15% of global B2C commerce. The key is identify two to three competitive advantages that can provide the same sort of seamless types of interactions experienced online.

**Making room for other business models**

Amazon is, understandably, often used as a proxy for online consumer shopping habits. PwC’s latest Global Consumer Insights Survey, conducted in summer and fall of 2017, found that 59% of respondents shopped at Amazon or its Chinese equivalents, online retailers JD...
and Alibaba’s TMALL (see Figure 1 on the next page). But the fact remains that just 4% of total retail sales go through Amazon’s platforms. Indeed, online sales is far from a zero-sum game; the way that Amazon popularised online sales has bolstered the annual online sales growth of many traditional retailers. In addition, other e-commerce giants, such as JD and TMALL, are just as dominant in their markets.

**Room for other business models**

Although the big names in e-commerce are cornering the market for efficiently sold, good-quality, commodity products, manufacturers and retailers have plenty of room to develop business models round differentiation, with personalisation, novelty, and a rich—not just convenient—buying experience. Europe’s online fashion e-commerce platform Zalando is a great example of a retailer that provides a unique, rich, and convenient shopping experience.

Cloud-computing, while not a retail business, is instructive. Amazon got a big head start here with Amazon Web Services (AWS), and it still has the largest market share. But Google, Microsoft, Salesforce, and Oracle have also grown substantially there with strong margins. That’s because they’ve gone beyond the basic AWS service and are offering premium packages with lots of hand-holding. There’s room for both approaches.

Likewise, Boxed.com differentiates itself by offering bulk-size consumer packaged goods specifically to customers who’d rather not drive to warehouse stores. One can buy the same products through other e-commerce channels, but Boxed.com charges less because it has a much narrower selection. Boxed.com sells to businesses as well, such as airlines that need a convenient way to order in bulk.

Some retailers invent entirely new business models to compete with the e-commerce titans. For example, in Germany, several retailers, including Kilenda, Otto and Tchibo, have launched rental services for baby and children’s clothes—the sharing economy applied to a new product category and customer segment.

Getting back to physical retailers, look again at those premium brands. Through its third parties, Amazon offers Nike Air Max Torch running shoes and Louis Vuitton Neverfull handbags. But the brands’ preferred channel for their coolest new stuff is not the e-commerce giants. Increasingly at Nike, for example, the hottest products are reserved for the company’s own direct-to-consumer channels, both in-store and virtual.

59% of respondents shopped at Amazon, or its Chinese equivalents, online retailers JD and Alibaba’s TMALL. But the fact remains that just 4% of total retail sales go through Amazon’s platforms.
More consumers shopping at Amazon

And more 'Amazon only' shoppers on the rise

Q: Do you shop with Amazon?
Source: PwC, Global Consumer Insights Survey, 2018
Note: Respondents in China were asked these questions in relation to JD/Tmail and JD Plus

Q: How has shopping with Amazon influenced your shopping behaviour?
Source: PwC, Global Consumer Insights Survey, 2018

I check prices on Amazon
- 2018: 41%
- 2017: 47%

I start my product search at Amazon
- 2018: 36%
- 2017: 39%

I read reviews on Amazon
- 2018: 33%
- 2017: 27%

I shop less often at retail stores
- 2018: 28%
- 2017: 27%

I shop less often at other retailer websites
- 2018: 16%
- 2017: 18%

I only shop on Amazon
- 2018: 14%
- 2017: 10%

I stopped shopping at retail stores
- 2018: 5%
- 2017: 5%

I stopped shopping at other retail websites
- 2018: 4%
- 2017: 4%

My shopping behaviour is not influenced by shopping with Amazon
- 2018: 20%
- 2017: 23%
A number of retailers are trying to compete by finding the sweet spot between their physical and digital presences. RH (formerly Restoration Hardware) ‘Nordstrom Local’ in West Hollywood, and Sephora⁵, for example, have transformed their stores into elaborate, curated showrooms to draw in buyers and stimulate their imagination. With improved logistics, they’ve been able to dramatically reduce inventory and ship purchases from warehouses, so the capital investment are not as much as might appear. Other retailers, such as apparel seller Dover Street Market, have emphasised curation from the beginning.

Traditional retailers also have an advantage that big e-commerce pure players don’t: a human salesperson. From our survey, just half of respondents say they are satisfied with sales associates' deep knowledge of the product range, so there is clearly room for improvement. That means investing in engaging, informative salespeople. And many product categories lend themselves to companion offerings that can enrich the shopping experience and even turn it into a social draw with friends. Lululemon, which sells athletic apparel, offers yoga classes, while Nordstrom is trying out wine bars to attract affluent shoppers.

After all, the current profound changes in retail are not because people have actually stopped going to bricks-and-mortar. Our survey found a pretty consistent desire for the
physical store experience. The percentage of shoppers who visit a physical store at least weekly fell from 42% in 2013 to 36% in 2015, but since then has bounced back, all the way to 44% in this year’s survey (see Figure 2). So the retail goal has to be captivating consumers with a sensory and social experience that draws them into buying from the store.

Manufacturers can get in the act as well. A growing number of producers are acquiring or partnering with direct-to-consumer sites, such as Unilever with the Dollar Shave Club, Target with Harry’s shaving products and Casper mattresses, and Campbell Soup with Chef’d. This is especially important for manufacturers looking to control the buying and user experience with a dedicated platform.

For all of the headlines about the rise of e-shopping, the truth is that consumers still regularly visit brick-and-mortar stores. There is still all kinds of opportunity to experiment with—and thrive with—new business models. Companies that adjust their offerings accordingly can still prosper.

Figure 2: The six year reflection: store resiliency and the rise of mobile

Q. How often do you buy products (e.g. clothes, books, electronics) using the following shopping channels?
Base: 22,481 (Chart represents percentage of daily and weekly usage combined)
Source: PwC, Global Consumer Insights Survey, 2018
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About PwC’s Global Consumer Insights Survey

Since 2010, PwC has annually surveyed thousands of consumers around the globe to track shopping behaviour, and then chronicled these findings in various global reports on the future of retail under the “Total Retail” banner.

This year we decided that a new umbrella term for our findings was warranted: PwC’s Global Consumer Insights Survey. We want to acknowledge that the once bright lines demarking retailers, manufacturers, technology companies, logistics service providers, and healthcare organisations are becoming more and more obscured as consumers are more open than ever to non-traditional solutions.

www.pwc.com/consumerinsights
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